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Outline

• The birth of EROS: a tribute to Bodhan Paczynski and to Charles Alcock
• The beginning of EROS: EROS1 Schmidt plates for long duration events, 

plus small telescope (40 cm diameter) with wide field camera for small 
duration events
• EROS1 the first candidate events
• EROS1: from discoveries to limits on the dark galactic halo MACHO 

content: we established the most stringent limits, all along these past 30 
years (statement still valid today, although OGLE is taking over).
• A word on AGAPE M31 pixel microlensing survey
• Marc Moniez will cover EROS 2 and the combination with MACHO



Trigger for EROS 1

• B. Paczynski, 1986, Ap. J. 304, 1 we must confess that we did not notice this 
seminal paper, with the initial idea

• Halloween 1989: Jim Rich from Saclay, was  in Berkeley, hesitating between 
attending his children Halloween parade and attending Charles Alcock seminar on 
MACHOs and the MACHO project (although the acronym MACHO was invented 
by K. Griest a bit later). Jim made the right choice (personal view)

• Both Jim Rich (Saclay) and Yannick Giraud-Héraud (Collège de France) attended 
Charles’seminar and were enthusiastic. This gave birth to the French EROS 
(Expérience de Recherche d’Objets Sombres) and AGAPE (Andromeda Galaxy and 
Amplified Pixel Experiments) projects/collaborations. Both focused on detecting 
MACHOs in galactic halos

• For both collaborations, it was the first time, particle physicists move to optical 
observational cosmology, with the culture of massive data treatment



EROS 1 The collaboration at the time of the 
“discovery” date (1993)



EROS 1 The collaboration at the end of EROS 1 
1997



We lost and deeply regret
• Cécile Renault PhD student: she did her thesis
on EROS and pursued in observational cosmology
1970 - 2021

• Alain Milsztajn, one of the key player in the analysis
and in the deep understanding behind microlensing 

• Pierre Bareyre, one of the initiator and key player in the hardware of EROS

• Luciano Moscoso who joined in the middle of EROS 1 and became a major player in the analysis
• Jean Guibert, the master of the MAMA, Schmidt Plates digitizing machine at Observatoire de Paris
• Éric Maurice, Astronomer at Observatoire de Marseille who helped us a lot
• Sergio Char, La Serena, Chile



EROS 1 ESO La Silla 1m f/3 Schmidt plates 
for long duration microlensing events

290 29x29 cm2 usable plates, carefully selected, 
digitized by “la MAMA” microdensitometer, 10 microns px

From 1 day to 3 days sampling



EROS 1: 40 cm⍉ GPO telescope 
with 16 CCD 579x400 px, field 
0.4°x1.1° for short duration

• La Silla
• Sensitivity from 15 minutes to few days' duration, 
one field only (first three years one field in the bar 
of LMC, last year one field in SMC)
• Largest CCD camera in the
world. Then came MACHO, 
then EROS2 and then Megacam



EROS 1 The Nature paper 1993

• The two first Microlensing evidence, towards LMC stars, were 
published in the same issue of Nature
• MACHO paper

• EROS Paper



The two EROS candidates came from 
Schmidt plates analysis



From EROS 1 evidence to limits on the 
galactic dark halo MACHO content
• Schmidt plates: Candidate 1 (duration of 23 days) was found to be a 

BE star and candidate 2 (duration of 29 days) an eclipsing binary (2.8 
days) A0 star. NB. both events were on stars that showed subsequent similar variations in 
the macho and eros data, eliminating them as microlensing candidates

• No candidates were found with the short duration CCD 40 cm 
diameter telescope campaigns





A word on AGAPE M31 pixel microlensing 
survey

They did quite well but this 
would be another story
They first used a 2m telescope
at Pic du Midi France,
and then a 2.5 m INT Telescope at
La Palma

Few candidate events were observed January 1994



EROS results as of  today, on microlensing
You will here more from Marc Moniez
Galactic halo: all EROS data + combine EROS+MACHO 

Objects with 10-7< M < 1000 Msol do not 
dominate the standard Galactic Dark

Matter halo (@95%CL)
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Tisserand et al. A&A 469, 387 (2007)
Blaineau et al. A&A, 664, A106 (2022)



You will know more from Marc Moniez



That illustrated, I hope, part of the story of the 
MACHO – EROS “coopetition”, and the start of a 

new field thanks to OGLE, MACHO and EROS
• Thanks for organizing this celebration 
• And thanks for inviting us!!!


